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‘Shrujan’ founder Smt. Chandanben Shroff (Excel Industries) Passed Away
Yesterday a divine soul left the body..... Rest In Peace
Loving Kaki (Chandaben Shroff)....
Her mission started in 1969, and is today
empowering 4,000 women artisans in Kutch. In 1969 she
founded Shrujan (Sanskrit for "creativity"), an
organization whose goal is to pass on the legacy of Kutchi
embroidery to new generations of artisans.
Kaki was a teacher of crafts, elaborate embroidery
designs. Her revival of the declining tradition of Kutchi
hand embroidery brings revenue to more than 22,000
women from 120 villages and all castes across Kutch.
Like many great ideas, this one too started out of a
tragedy. Shrujan started as a tentative response to
women in distress It is now a towering presence that
ensures dependable and substantial earnings to
craftswomen.
The year was 1969 and Kutch had suffered years of
drought. There was famine everywhere. Kaki had gone to
her native Kutch from Mumbai to help with relief work. In
the village of Dhaneti, while talking to the women, she
noticed the beautiful embroidery on their clothes. The
women as proud and refusing charity. The women told
her they had sold all their prized possessions to put food
in their children's mouths… but had held on as long as
they could to their embroidered garments and
decorations. But the drought had been so severe that a
day had come when they had to let go of their
embroidered heirlooms as well.
On her return to Mumbai, she invested Rs. 5,000 in
saris, took them back to Dhaneti and asked the women if
they would embroider them. Thirty of the best
craftswomen were made to work on the saris, which were
then taken back to Mumbai and sold. The women were
given the proceeds, and Shrujan, meaning creation, was
born.
Once the livelihood aspect and the survival of the art
were established, Kaki moved on to the next stage:
setting up the “Pride and Enterprise” project. This was
initially called the “Design Centre on Wheels” and was a
travelling museum that displayed some of the exquisite
pieces of work to all the villages.
The aim was to rekindle a passion for the skill. The
response was tremendous. Old motifs were revived and
new designs were created. It took six years to create the
travelling exhibition, and it now has 1,082 panels, each
three feet by four feet (0.9 metre by 1.2 m), embroidered
by more than 600 master craftswomen belonging to nine

communities of Kutch. As a design bank it is possibly one
of a kind in the world.
Over the years a contemporary relevance was
introduced into Ahir embroidery. She has certainly guided
them a lot because we needed to make changes so that
there was more of a global appeal. The Ahirs, for
instance, never used pastel shades, but people in Europe
love these. So she brought these colours into their
designs.
The final stage in preserving the art and seeing that it
has a future is to make it attractive to the younger
generation. And this is the origin of the book Embroidery
of the Ahirs of Kutch and of an instructional film on the
same subject. While the book documents the range of the
art, the film presents a step-by-step demonstration of the
stitches and the techniques. The book and film “form an
invaluable resource for anyone interested in craft, design
or simply in understanding a small but vital part of India's
cultural heritage”.
For women unable to travel beyond their villages,
Kaki organized mobile collection of hand-embroidered
display panels. It is a source of inspiration and
encouragement.
Recently she started Living and Learning Design
Centre (LLDC) at Bhuj with aim to provide a platform for
artisans to earn a livelihood, which is not only houses
India’s biggest Craft’s Museum, but is also an active hub
for crafts from the Kutch region. LLDC has a larger
agenda, that of ‘Preserving and Reviving the Craft
Culture and Tradition’ of the Kutch region. It is a first-ofits-kind, kaarigar-dedicated, multi-dimensional craft
education and resource centre.
Naman to the great soul..
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Editorial
Dear Readers,
We at GBF are constantly thinking about the future of our community. We wish to invite views of our
youngsters who are future of our community, about "What should be the future of Bhatias? How should
be our futuristic Bhatias? How can they bring back our past glory? How can we generate more and more
Industrialists? How can we preserve our wealth and Heritage? How do we always remain progressive
and competitive? How do we maintain our progress on sustainable basis?
Please take out your pen (or sit on keyboard) and write down your views in one page to three pages and
email to us. We'll be glad to publish them.
Editor : Haridas Raigaga Design & Layout : Dharmesh Gandhi Advisor : Arun Bhatia

We are Proud of you

Manan Gopal Ved has
scored 612 marks out of
700 in B.Com. final
exams i.e. 87.42 % from
Mumbai University.
He had stood first in SSC
with 100% marks.

Pranati Gopal Ved
passed out her Company
Secretary Exams with
flying colors even before
finishing her graduation.
She had scored 99.2%
marks in SSC and stood
first in Bhatia
Community.

Rutuja Udeshi wins 4 gold 1 silver and
highest medals in the Womens category at the
Intercollegiate swimming Mumbai University.
Held at P M bath chowpatty on 19th and 20th
August 2016 .
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GBF Career Counseling Event at Mumbai
(August 7 & 28, 2016)
GBF had organised A Career counselling event at Mumbai (Sponsors were Shri Ashwin
Shroff and Shri Chetan Merchant) for 164 students at 2 centres viz. Kandivali and Fort. Few
of the parents' and students'feedback speaks for the event.

Aptitude Test at Kandivali

Shri Ashwin Shroff visited the venue

“Career options” presentation at Fort

“Career options” presentation at Kandivali

Counselling at Fort

Counselling at Kandivali

FEEDBACK FROM FEW PARTICIPANTS AND PARENTS
Very meticously planned involving professionals! Hats off to the organising committee .
?
Proud to belong to such a community. Please continue this every year. In case if any help
?
is needed would be happy to serve the community
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GBF Career Counseling Event at Mumbai
(August 7 & 28, 2016)
Summarzed my abilities, interest & it gave a platform to decide my career
?
Very nice. Thankful to the foundation to guide us so well. Got a brief idea about the
?
future of my child. Thanks once again
Doing such kind of excersise seems to be very useful-gave some opening ground in
?
process of thinking & improving studies-how to overcome weaknesses
Explained everything in detail to our satisfaction. Thanks a lot to her for all her
?
Guidance. We would like to take more counseling from her after result
?
It has really given us the insight how my son is & which field he should go for
?
Very good my experience was good i am happy with my result & it clears my confusion
?
about selecting my career
It very good for students & parents to decide in which field he can succed in life
?
Counselor has explained nicely about it
?
This experience is just awesome i loved the way they took test also how they gave
?
minor information about me
This exercise has helped me a lot it has showd me clear view of what i can do in future
?
It has been very helpful exercise encouraging thought provoking. An effort very well
?
managed. Thank you for all the efforts very well organised
Absolutely superb, up to the mark, very happy with the result, completely satisfied.
?
Concept now clear with child. Great
?
Excellent efforts for providing guideline about future career. Please keep it up
?
Counseling was in detail & good. Would like to go again in std xii
?
This was brilliant idea of getting counseling for kids before they get into higher studies,
?
explaining is excellent which is really appreciated .thanks for everything
Overall the counseling was good. The counsellor explained about various fields very
?
fantastically
It is eye opener showing vast avenue about future career
?
My confusion is solved and the field which i want to achieve is a suggestion to me. It is a
?
good opportunity for many students to solve their problems
The test and counseling session guided me on the correct way and is motivating.
?
It's worth the weight in gold. It gives a helping hand to the students for their future
?
Thank you gbf for organising such a good career exam. From this test i could take my
?
career decision.
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When Gujarat's Kachchhi traders had the world in their palms
By recreating a whole world around a group of
traders in western India, Chhaya Goswami's
Globalization before Its Time is business history
as it should be.
The Arabian Sea has a special place in Indian
business history. For centuries the cities and
settlements on the Arabian Sea littoral traded with
each other, exchanging Indian textiles for horse,
armaments, pearls and ivory. In turn, some of the
textiles were passed on to the Atlantic slave trade
in Africa as a medium of exchange, or sent
overland to European markets. Coastal merchants
indigenous to the region bordering the sea
engaged in this business and developed
sophisticated systems of banking and
shipbuilding to support the mercantile enterprise.
The Hindu and Muslim traders of Kachchh were
examples of such groups of people.
In the 17th century, the Arabian Sea trade
flourished thanks to the control that three
powerful empires – the Ottoman in Turkey, the
Safavid in Iran and the Mughal in India –
exercised on some of the key seaports, and regular
transactions amongst them. This was also the time
when the European merchant companies
established themselves in the Indian Ocean trade,
even though the Portuguese had arrived in this
world somewhat earlier. In the second half of the
eighteenth century, the Mughal empire had almost
collapsed and its access to the Arabian Sea ports
had long come to an end. Europeans were in the
ascendance.
What happened to the indigenous traders and
bankers during this period of transition? Two
contending stories exist on this question. The first
says that they lost ground to the Europeans while
their patrons lost political power. The second says
that the indigenous traders found partnerships and
agency with the Europeans lucrative, and as their
fortunes flourished, the Europeans gained in
political power. Both stories overstate the
Europeans' commercial prowess and understate
the Indians' capacity to shape the course of
history.

Chhaya Goswami's
book is a corrective to
such biased histories. It
shows that the
Kachchhi traders did
gain from European
trade, and withstood
well the decline of
empires, but they could
do so thanks to their
own resources, which
included welldeveloped institutions
of commerce and
banking, knowledge of
the seas, shipping, and
shipbuilding, past history of collaborating with
political actors, and access to both maritime and
overland trading routes.
The book is divided into four chapters, each one of
substantial length. Chapter one explores the special
characteristics of Kachchh that make it a “land of
entrepreneurs”. Chapters two and three describe
Kachchhi traders' activities in Muscat and Zanzibar
respectively, and chapter four deals with some of the
prominent firms in the maritime trade, and how a few
of them extended their operations beyond the
southwest Asia region.
Why Kachchh? What is special about the region that
it should produce so many merchant groups? The
convenient location of the region on a navigable part
of the eastern Arabian Sea, as well as the Mandvi
port, of course, supplies a part of the answer.
Another part of the answer has to do with politics.
The western coastal regions were ruled by small
states that depended heavily on income from trade.
This dependence was due to the poor agricultural
conditions in the region. In turn, these states, though
nominally vassals of the Mughals, could exercise a
great deal of independence in policy. They used their
freedom to create a model of rule where merchants
and bankers had a prominent place, not only during
warfare, the all-too-common palace intrigues or
disasters, but also in normal times. Merchants and
bankers helped the business of governance by
collecting taxes, revenue farming, making loans, and
taking part in administration, whereas the states
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When Gujarat's Kachchhi traders had the world in their palms

helped them by offering lucrative contracts and
implicitly recognising their laws and practices.
But the political and geographical environment
explains little unless we also consider the social and
institutional basis of entrepreneurship in the region.
The merchant groups in question were ready to
establish diaspora networks in port cities around the
Arabian Sea. They conducted extensive and
complicated financial operations including bill and
insurance, and their bills were acceptable to the
distant trading points thanks to the diaspora network.
The book shows in interesting detail how
Vaishnavite temples and monasteries became
effectively banks, clearing houses, and guarantors of
reputation. Community law had great force. The
merchants had considerable interest in shipbuilding,
which in turn encouraged timber trade. In banking,
trading, shipbuilding, and navigation, masterapprentice hierarchies were highly developed,
showing how much skills were valued and how skills
formed.
The book is well-researched and builds on the
author's deep knowledge of vernacular sources and
the regional context. It is business history as business
history should be, that is, it succeeds in recreating a

whole world around a group of traders, and fills an
important gap in Indian economic history
scholarship.
One wishes, at the same time, that the author had
tried to place the Kachchhi traders more firmly in
debates on the 18th century economic transition in
southern Asia, and attempted some comparative
discussion of trading 'firms' in Kachchh and
elsewhere in the world. Surely the Europeans
operated in the same world, with a very different
model of a firm. Did the difference matter to
institutional and political change? But, perhaps
wisely, Goswami's book steers clear of dry
historiography. Instead, it keeps in mind its readers –
who will no doubt find the material presented
fascinating and the quality of the narrative superb.
By Tirthankar Roy

Tirthankar Roy is a professor at the London School of
Economics and Political Science.
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To reflect and... act
THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE
POOR AND RICH NATIONS IS NOT
THE AGE OF THE NATION.
This can be demonstrated by countries like India and
Egypt, which are more than 2000 years old and are
still poor countries.
On the other hand, Canada, Australia and New
Zealand, which 150 years back were insignificant,
today are developed and rich countries.

1. Ethics, as basic principles.
2. Integrity.
3. Responsibility.
4. The respect for Laws and Regulations.
5. The respect from majority of citizens by right.
6. The love for work.
7. The effort to save and invest.
8. The will to be productive.
9. Punctuality.

The difference between the poor and rich nation does
not also depend on the available natural resources.

In the poor countries a small minority follow these
basic principles in their daily life.

Japan has limited territory, 80% mountainous,
unsuitable for agriculture or farming, but is the
second in worlds economy. The country is like an
immense floating factory, importing raw material
from the whole world and exporting manufactured
products.

We are not poor because we lack natural resources or
because nature was cruel towards us.

Second example is Switzerland, it does not grow
cocoa but produces the best chocolates in the world.
In her small territory she rears animals and cultivates
the land only for four month in a year, nevertheless
manufactures the best milk products. A small country
which is an image of security which has made it the
world’s preferred banking destination.
Executives from rich countries who interact with
their counterparts from poor countries show no
significant intellectual differences.
The racial or colour factors also do not evince
importance: migrants heavy in laziness in their
country of origin are forcefully productive in rich
European countries.

WHAT THEN IS THE DIFFERENCE?
The difference is the attitude of the people, moulded
for many years by education and culture.
When we analyse the conduct of the people from the
rich and developed countries, it is observed that a
majority abide by the following principles of life:

We are poor because we lack attitude. We lack the will
to follow and teach these principles of working of
rich and developed societies.
WE ARE IN THIS STATE BECAUSE
WE WANT TO TAKE ADVANTAGE OVER
EVRYTHING AND EVERYONE.
WE ARE IN THIS STATE BECAUSE
WE SEE SOMETHING DONE WRONG
AND SAY - “LET IT BE”
WE SHOULD HAVE A SPIRITED MEMORY
AND ATTITUDE…
ONLY THEN WILL WE BE ABLE TO CHANGE
OUR PRESENT STATE.
If you do not forward this e-mail nothing is going to
happen to you. Your prized animal is not going to die,
you wont be sacked from your job, you wont be
having bad luck for seven years, nor are you going to
get sick.
But, if you love your COUNTRY
Try and circulate this message so that as many people
can reflect on this and CHANGE.
Think about it...
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MAHASWETA DEVI
She was a Bengali fiction writer, a social activist, a
crusader for the tribal communities, and a feminist.
Mahasweta Devi was born in undivided India's
Dhaka (now in Bangladesh) in 1926 into a family of
writers. Her father, Manish Ghatak, was a
'litterateur' of the Kallol era, and her mother, Dharitri
Devi, was a writer-cum-social activist. She was also
a niece to renowned filmmaker Rittik Ghatak.
Before becoming a full-time writer, Mahasweta Devi
worked as a journalist and an English professor.
Her first book, Jhansi'r Rani (The Queen of Jhansi),
came in 1956 while she was still teaching at
Kolkata's Bijoygarh College.
In her 90-year-long life, Devi won the Sahitya
Akademi award (1979), the Padma Shree (1986),
the Jnanpith (1997), the Magsaysay award (1997)
and the Deshikottam award in 1999.
She has almost a 100 novels and over 20
collections of short stories to her name, primarily
written in Bengali but often translated to other
languages.
The bold voice of feminism
Devi has been described as one of the boldest
female writers in India. She was the author behind
award-winning Hindi films Rudaali and Hazaar
Chaurasi Ki Maa, both of which delved into the lives
of ordinary Indian women as wives and mothers.
In a stoic voice, Devi told the Breast Stories, an
assortment of short stories about women identified
as objects limited to the usefulness of their bodies.
Then, there was the story of Draupadi which
straddled the issues of atrocities based on caste
and gender through the life a tribal woman.
India has seen several authors who wrote about the
downtrodden, the poor, and the untouchables. Devi
was one of them, but she stood apart from the
crowd with her brusque and more honest style of
story-telling. Her characters would never seek pity,
but demand attention.
As she wrote about women's rights, Devi chose to
end her own marriage to a renowned playwright to
seek space for herself.
Few of her other noted stories would be Aranyer
Adhikar (The Occupation of the Forest),
Agnigarbha (Womb of Fire), Dhowli, Bashai Tudu,
Dust on the Road, Our Non-Veg Cow, Till Death Do
Us Part, Old Women, etc.

Born: January 14, 1926, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Died: July 28, 2016, Kolkata
The Mother of the Sabars
In one of her interviews, when asked about her
source of inspiration, Devi said, "The reason and
inspiration for my writing are those people who are
exploited and used, and yet do not accept defeat.
For me, the endless source of ingredients for writing
is in these amazingly noble, suffering human
beings."
Devi was closely involved with tribal communities,
both as a social worker and a writer. While the
inspiration for her stories stemmed from their
struggles and discrimination, she worked with
organisations like the West Bengal Oraon Welfare
Society and the All Indian Vandhua Liberation
Morcha for tribal welfare.
She was also the founding member of Aboriginal
United Association and a tribal magazine named
Bortika, which she started in 1980.
Devi is remembered for her work with the Sabars
(aka Saora), a scheduled tribe in the Purulia district
of West Bengal, which earned the title of "The
Mother of the Sabars".
There are more stories to her credit than we can
discuss in one article. Through her curt story-telling
and fierce activism, Mahasweta Devi has left a
mark behind. Let us not forget her as just another
writer who someday wrote about something we no
longer care for.
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MUBARAK BEGUM
Mubarak Begum was an Indian vocalist who sang in
the Hindi and Urdu languages. She was a popular
playback singer in Bollywood films during the 1950s
and 1960s. She had also recorded and given public
performances in a number of other genres,
including Ghazal and Na`at.
Mubarak Begum started her career with light music
recitals performed for All India Radio, the Indian
Government radio. Her career as a playback singer
began in 1949 with the Indian, Hindi-language film
Aaiye. It was the Indo-Pakistani composer Nashad
(not to be confused with the more famous Indian
composer Naushad) who gave Mubarak Begum
her first break. The first song she recorded for films
was "Mohe Aane Lagi Angrayi, Aja Aja Balam"
(Aaiye, 1949). She also sang a duet with the then
upcoming Lata Mangeshkar in the same film. A
major hit in her career was the song "Kabhi
Tanhaiyon Mein Yun" for composer Snehal Bhatkar
in Kidar Sharma's film Hamari Yaad Aayegi which
is, till this day, regarded as a classic rendition.
SONGS :

Born : 1935/1936- Jhunjhunu, Rajasthan
Died : 18 July 2016 (age 80)
?
"Shama Gul Karke Na Jao Yun" (Arab Ka Sitara,

Mubarak Begum has sung a total of 178 songs for
Hindi films during her career, and the total number
of films where her songs have appeared is 115. For
a complete list of her songs, see List of songs
recorded by Mubarak Begum. The following is a
short list of her most popular songs:
?
"Mujh ko Apne Gale Lagalo, Aye Mere Hamrahi"

1961)
?
"Sanwariya teri yaad men ro ro marenge hum"

(Ramu Toh Deewana Hai, 1980)
?
"Humein Dum Daike" with Asha Bhosle (Yeh Dil

Kisko Doon, 1963)
?
"Yeh moonh aur masoor ki daal" with Sharda

(Hamrahi, 1963)
?
"Kabhi Tanhaiyon Mein Yun, Hamari Yaad

Aayegi" (Hamari Yaad Aayegi, 1961)
?
"Neend Ud Jaaye Teri, Chain se Sone Wale"

(Juaari, 1968)
?
"Woh na aayenge palat ke" (Devdas, 1955)
?
"Hum haal-e-dil sunayenghe" (Madhumati,

1958)
?
"Wada humse

kiya, dil kisi ko diya"
(Saraswatichandra, 1968)

?
"Be-murawwat bewafa begana-e dil aap hain"

(Susheela, 1966)
?
"Ae dil bataa hum kahan aa gaye" (Khooni

Khazana, 1965)
?
"Kuchh Ajnabi se aap hain" (Shagun, 1964)
?
"Ayji ayji yaad rakhna sanam" (Daku Mansoor)
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(Around The World, 1967)

How to prepare for (and prevent) ransomware attacks
The only sure way to protect yourself or your
company from 'ransomware' is with foolproof file
backups. These three backup options can all
help recover from ransomware attacks.
You've likely heard all about "crypto
ransomware," or simply "ransomware," a
specific type of malware that attempts to hold
your digital existence hostage by encrypting
personal files and then offering decryption keys
in exchange for payment. When the malware
first takes root, it shows no outward signs that
anything is wrong. Only after the malware does
its nefarious work in the background are you
presented with the ransom, typically via
demands for Bitcoin or other forms of digital
currency.
Some early ransomware was riddled with
software bugs that made it possible to recover
encrypted files that had been held hostage, but
newer variants that use robust symmetric and
asymmetric encryption are much more
troublesome. (Symmetric encryption is typically
used to rapidly scramble files, and the
asymmetric encryption can then be applied to
the original symmetric keys so data can only be
recovered by cybercriminals with the
appropriate private keys.)
Some of the latest ransomware variants are
also designed to punish payment
procrastination, and they double or triple their
ransom demands as stipulated deadlines pass.
The ransomware threat is very real, but
proactive individuals and organizations can
protect themselves.

enough. Some backup implementations are
vulnerable to crypto malware, and backup
archives can also be encrypted by
cybercriminals. Some cloud-based file
synchronization services replace good files with
corrupted versions. So the capability to roll back
to specific points in time for data recovery, and
the duration of time backups are stored — as
well as the amount of time and resources it
takes to access stored files — should be crucial
considerations for people and organizations
that want to prevent ransomware complications.
Though none are flawless, these three backup
strategies can help you protect yourself and
your organization, and prepare for ransomware
attacks.
1. Battle ransomware with dedicated backup
software
The simplest way to prevent ransomware
attacks is to regularly backup all of the important
contents on your PCs. Dedicated backup
software makes full copies of hard disk drives
and stores them on some external source,
usually a storage drive that is disconnected and
purposefully kept offline following backups.
Some newer cloud services can also make
point-in-time backups that are stored on
external servers, and they offer a similar level of
protection.

Protection against ransomware attacks all
about backups

Creating full backup can be time-consuming,
but it's often the best option, because any and all
compromised data can be recovered from such
backups following a data disaster. And total
storage space shouldn't be a significant
concern, as subsequent backups only capture
incremental changes since the previous
backup.

Fortunately, it is relatively easy to duplicate
corporate files, and regular, systematic backups
are an effective strategy to combat
ransomware. Of course, backups are useful
only if they're created before a malware attack,
so it's a good idea to immediately and regular
backup important files.

Advanced data-backup options, such as
Acronis's True Image offerings, support data
recovery onto disparate hardware so, for
example, all of the contents on a failed laptop
could potentially be restored directly onto a new
laptop — even if it is a different model, from
another manufacturer.

Unfortunately, simple file backups aren't always
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Declining Technologies
In 1998, Kodak had 170,000 employees and
sold 85% of all photo paper worldwide.
Within just a few years, their business model
disappeared and they got bankrupt.
What happened to Kodak may happen to staubli
soon.
What happened to Kodak might happen to a lot
of industries in the next 10years - and most
people don't see it coming. Did you think in 1998
that 3 years later you would never take pictures
on film again?
Yet digital cameras were invented in 1975. The
first ones only had 10,000 pixels, but followed
Moore's law. So as with all exponential
technologies, it was a disappointment for a long
time, before it became way superiour and got
mainstream in only a few short years. It will now
happen with Artificial Intelligence, health,
autonomous and electric cars, education, 3D
printing, agriculture and jobs. Welcome to the
4th Industrial Revolution.
Welcome to the Exponential Age.
Software will disrupt most traditional industries
in the next 5-10 years.
Uber is just a software tool, they don't own any
cars, and are now the biggest taxi company in
the world. Airbnb is now the biggest hotel
company in the world, although they don't own
any properties.
Artificial Intelligence: Computers become
exponentially better in understanding the world.
This year, a computer beat the best Go player in
the world, 10 years earlier than expected. In the
US, young lawyers already don't get jobs easily.
Because of IBM Watson, you can get legal
advice (so far for more or less basic stuff) within
seconds, with 90% accuracy compared with
70% accuracy when done by humans. There
will be less lawyers in the future, only specialists
will remain.

Watson already helps nurses diagnosing
cancer, 4 time more accurate than human
nurses. Facebook now has a pattern
recognition software that can recognize faces
better than humans. In 2030, computers will
become more intelligent than humans.
Autonomous Cars: In 2018 the first self driving
cars will appear for the public. Around 2020, the
complete industry will start to be disrupted. You
don't want to own a car anymore. You will call a
car with your phone, it will show up at your
location and drive you to your destination. You
will not need to park it, you only pay for the
driven distance and can be productive while
driving. Our kids will never get a driver's licence
and will never own a car. It will change the cities,
because we will need 90-95% less cars for that.
We can transform former parking space into
parks. 1.2 million people die each year in car
accidents worldwide. We now have one
accident every 100,000km, with autonomous
driving that will drop to one accident in 10 million
km. That will save a million lifes each year.
Most car companies might become bankrupt.
Traditional car companies try the evolutionary
approach and just build a better car, while tech
companies (Tesla, Apple, Google) will do the
revolutionary approach and build a computer on
wheels. Engineers from Volkswagen and Audi
are completely terrified of Tesla.
Insurance companies will have
trouble
because without accidents, the insurance will
become cheaper. Car insurance business
model will weaken.
Electric cars will become mainstream from
2020. Cities will be less noisy because all cars
will run on electric. Electricity will become
incredibly cheap and clean: Solar production
has been on an exponential curve for 30 years,
but you can only now see the impact. Last year,
more solar energy was installed worldwide than
fossil. The price for solar will drop so much that
all coal companies will be out of business by
2025.
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Declining Technologies
With cheap electricity comes cheap and
abundant water. Desalination now only needs
2kWh per cubic meter. We don't have scarce
water in most places, we only have scarce
drinking water. Imagine what will be possible if
anyone can have as much clean water as he
wants, for nearly no cost.
Health: The Tricorder X prize will be announced
this year. There will be companies who will build
a medical device (called the "Tricorder" from
Star Trek) that works with your phone, which
takes your retina scan, you blood sample and
your breath into it.
It then analyses 54 biomarkers that will identify
nearly any disease. It will be cheap, so in a few
years everyone on this planet will have access
to world class medicine, nearly for free.
3D printing: The price of the cheapest 3D
printer came down from 18,000$ to 400$ within
10 years. In the same time, it became 100 times
faster. All major shoe companies started 3D
printing shoes. Spare airplane parts are already
3D printed in remote airports. The space station
now has a printer that eliminates the need for
the large amount of spare parts they used to
have in the past.
At the end of this year, new smartphones will
have 3D scanning possibilities. You can then 3D
scan your feet and print your perfect shoe at
home. In China, they already 3D printed a
complete 6-storey office building.
By 2027, 10% of everything that's being
produced will be 3D printed.
Business opportunities: If you think of a niche
you want to go in, ask yourself: "in the future, do
you think we will have that?" and if the answer is
yes, how can you make that happen sooner? If it
doesn't work with your phone, forget the idea.
And any idea designed for success in the 20th
century is doomed in to failure in the 21st
century.

Work: 70-80% of jobs will disappear in the next
20 years. There will be a lot of new jobs, but it is
not clear if there will be enough new jobs in such
a small time.
Agriculture: There will be a 100$ agricultural
robot in the future. Farmers in 3rd world
countried can then become managers of their
field instead of working all days on their fields.
Aeroponics will need much less water. The first
petri dish produced veal is now available and
will be cheaper than cow produced veal in 2018.
Right now, 30% of all agricultural surfaces is
used for cows. Imagine if we don't need that
space anymore. There are several startups who
will bring insect protein to the market shortly. It
contains more protein than meat. It will be
labeled as "alternative protein source,"
(because most people still reject the idea of
eating insects).
There is an app called "moodies" which can
already tell in which mood you are. Until 2020
there will be apps that can tell by your facial
expressions if you are lying. Imagine a political
debate where it's being displayed when they are
telling the truth and when not.
Longevity: Right now, the average life span
increases by 3 months per year.
Four years ago, the life span used to be 79
years, now it's 80 years. The increase itself is
increasing and by 2036, there will be more that
one year increase per year. So we all might live
for a long long time, probably way more than
100.
Education: The cheapest smartphones are
already at 10$ in Africa and Asia.
Until 2020, 70% of all humans will own a
smartphone. That means, everyone has the
same access to world class education. Every
child can use Khan academy for everything a
child learns at a school in the First World
countries.
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CHANAKYA’S QUOTES (Indian politician, strategist and writer, 350 BC -275 BC)
WORTH READING A MILLION TIMES…
"A person should not be too honest.
Straight trees are cut first
and Honest people are victimized first."

"As soon as the fear approaches near,
attack and destroy it."

"Even if a snake is not poisonous,
it should pretend to be venomous."

"Once you start a working on something,
don't be afraid of failure and don't abandon it.
People who work sincerely are the happiest."

"The biggest guru-mantra is:
Never share your secrets with anybody. !
It will destroy you."

"The fragrance of flowers spreads only in the direction
of the wind.
But the goodness of a person spreads in all direction.."

"There is some self-interest behind every friendship.
There is no Friendship without self-interests.
This is a bitter truth."

"A man is great by deeds, not by birth."

"Before you start some work, always ask yourself
three questions Why am I doing it,
What the results might be and
Will I be successful.
Only when you think deeply and find satisfactory
answers to these questions, go ahead."

"Treat your kid like a darling for the first five years. For
the next five years, scold them.
By the time they turn sixteen, treat them like a friend..
Your grown up children are your best friends."
"Books are as useful to a stupid person
as a mirror is useful to a blind person."
"Education is the best friend.
An educated person is respected everywhere.
Education beats the beauty and the youth."

Motivational Quotes by the chief executive and co-founder of the
Social networking website Facebook Mark Zuckerberg
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Poem
In the clouds

"You start dying slowly"

I believe you said something,
I think I heard something.
I know that was you whispering,
I am sure that was you giggling.

You start dying slowly ;
if you do not travel,
if you do not read,
If you do not listen to the sounds of life,
If you do not appreciate yourself.

Seeing your pearly white face,
My spirits jumped high.
Escaping from those barricades,
I finally started liberating high.

You start dying slowly:
When you kill your self-esteem,
When you do not let others help you.

You start dying slowly:
If you avoid to feel passion
And their turbulent emotions;
Those which make your eyes glisten
And your heart beat fast.

You start dying slowly:
If you do not risk what is safe for the
uncertain,
If you do not go after a dream,
If you do not allow yourself,
You start dying slowly ;
Only you can win my heart,
At least once in your lifetime,
If you become a slave of your habits,
Time and again without being apart. Walking everyday on the same paths… To run away.....
You start dying Slowly !!!
With you, I breath in sigh,
If you do not change your routine,
If you do not wear different colours
Today, I am all set to touch a new
Or you do not speak to those you don’t
high.
know.
Pablo Neruda, Spanish poet, Nobel Prize for Literature in 1971
- Hemisha
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Amazing Aerial Photography
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Poem

Share It

- Gulzar

Amazing Chinese Silk Embroidery
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